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detailed background in engineering and metallurgy. This challenging setting allows us to
demonstrate how process analysis can he used to “tame the beast” and create a Inanageri—
ally useful view of the process. as oiding any unnecessary technical details.

3.1

How to Draw a Process Flow Diagram
The best way to begin any analysis ol’an operation is by drawing aprocess lion diagram.A
process flow diagram is a graphical svay to describe the process and it will help us to struc
ture the information that we collect during the case analysis or process improsement proj
ect. Before we turn to the question of how to draw a process flow diagram, first consider
alternative approaches to hosv we could capture the relevant information about a process.
Looking at the plant from above (literally), we get a picture as is depicted in Figure 3.1.
At the aggregate lesel, the plant consists of a large ins entory of iron ore (input), the plant
itself (the resotirce), and a large inventory of finished briquettes (output). In many ways,
this corresponds to the black box approach to operations taken by economists and many
other managerial disciplines.
In an attempt to understand the details of the underlying process, we could turn to the
engineering specifications of the plant. Engineers are interested in a detailed description of
the sarious steps involved in the overall process and how these steps are functioning. Such
descriptions, typically referred to as specifications, were used in the actual construction of
the plant. Figure 3.2 pros ides one of the numerous specification drawings for the Circored
process.
nfortunately, this attempt to increase our undersianding of the Circored process is also
only marginally successful. Like the photograph, this s iew of the process is also a rather
static one: It emphasizes the equipment. yet pros ides us with little understanding of how
thc iron ore ruos es through the process. In mans w a s. this s iess of a process is similar to
taking the architectural draw tugs of a hospital and hoping that this would lead to insights
about what happens to the patients in this hospital.
In a third and final attempt to get our hands around this complex process. we change
our perspectis e from the one of ihe s isitor to the plant (photo in Figure 3.1) or the engi
neers who built the plant (drawing in Figure 3.2) to the perspectix e of the iron ore itself

Understanding
the Supply Process:
Evaluating Process
Capacity
In the attempt to match supply with demand. an important measure is the maximum
amount that a process can produce in a gis en unit of time, a measure referred to as the
process capacth. To determine the process capacit of an operation. we need to analze
the operation in much greater detail compared to the previous chapter. Specifically, we
need to understand the various activities involved in the operation and hosv these actis ities
contribute toward fulfilling the os erall demand.
In this chapter. ou will learn how to perform a process analysis. Unlike Chapter 2.
where we felt it was sufficient to treat the details of the operation as a black box and merely
focus on the performance measures inventory, flow time, and flow rate, we now will focus
on the underlying process in great detail.
Despite this increase in detail, this chapter (and this book) is not taking the perspec—
us e of an engineer at operations. In fact, in this chapter. you will learn how to take a fairly
technical and complex operation and simplify it to a level suitable for managerial analysis.
This includes preparing a process flow diagram. finding the capacity and the bottleneck of
the process. computing the utilization of various process steps. and computing a couple of
other performance measures.
We will illustrate this ness material with the (ircored plant. a joint venture between
the German engineering company Lurgi AG and the U.S. iron ore producer Cles eland
Cliffs. The Circored plant cons erts iron ore (in the form of iron ore fines) into direct
reduced iron (DRI) briquettes. Iron ore lines are shipped to the plant from mines in South
America; the briquettes the process produces are shipped to various steel mills in the
United States.
The example of the Circored process is particularly useful for our purposes in this chap
ter. The underlying process is complex and in many ways a masterpiece of process engi
neering (see Terwiesch and Loch [2002] for further details). At first sight, the process is so
complex that it seems impossible to understand the underlying process behavior without a
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